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In MDBG Chinese Reader, Universal Access means you can understand Chinese text 
almost everywhere with your mouse. Instead of opening another window or 
application, Chinese Reader's pop-up windows provide the information you need 
on the web, in productivity applications and even inside even inside Microsoft 
Windows itself. 
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Understand error messages and dialog 
boxes inside Microsoft Windows (Chinese 
edition) 



  

Universal Access works everywhere you can select text on your screen. If you can 
highlight text and copy it to the clipboard or another application, then MDBG 
Chinese Reader can help you understand and learn it. Graphics and other 
bitmapped text are not support at this time. 
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From the Tencent web desktop, double-click to open any window. MDBG Chinese Reader can help you 
understand the captions for each icon. Sorry, the graphics-based text in the eBook viewer (library) is not 
supported. 
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Navigate many of the Tencent web screens in Chinese. Before agreeing to anything, use Chinese 
Reader’s HighlightScan to make sure you understand the text. Some dialog boxes use graphical text but 
others use ordinary text and Chinese Reader can help you understand prompts and options. 
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Chinese Reader works with the Tencent’s popular QQ International (v1.2) messenger. LiveScan or 
HighlightScan over messages, history, profile text and more. In some cases, clicking (or double-clicking) 
allows the text to be unlocked for editing and translation. 
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Use MDBG Chinese Reader’s HighlightScan on text-based PDF forms and documents. Convert 
bitmapped and scanned documents into text with an optical character recognition (OCR) program 
before using MDBG. 
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Read, comment and reply to emails, worksheets and reports easily with MDBG Chinese Reader. From 
Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook) to web-based email, Chinese Reader helps you 
work faster and smarter. 
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Read and understand today’s news about China and Asia—instantly from your favorite web browsers. 
Only MDBG Chinese Reader provides the convenience of both Auto-Translation and dictionary-based 
definitions in one powerful tool. 



Email   chinesereader-info@mdbg.net 
 

Websites   www.mdbg.net 
 mdbg.loqu8.com 

Purchase mdbg.loqu8.com/buy.htm 

Support mdbg.loqu8.com/support.htm 
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Related Resources 
 
Feature Guide 
Installation Guide 
Using MDBG Chinese Reader 6 
Personalizing Chinese Reader 6 
 
View or download from  
http://mdbg.loqu8.com/ 


